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PEO process is an electrochemical process that might advantageously replace

anodizing processing of light weight metals (Al, Mg, Ti). Researches devoted to

improve the efficiency of the PEO process are abundant and one particular way

consists in adjusting the right chemical composition of the electrolyte. Nevertheless,

the chemical stability of electrolytes with the duration of use is never discussed and

aging phenomena which could occur have been the subject of any systematic

investigation.

The present study reports experimental investigations on the aging of a usual PEO

electrolyte and its effects on the process in terms of micro-discharges behavior and

elaborated oxide coatings. The electrolyte consists of a solution of potassium

hydroxide ([KOH] = 1 g.l

-1

) and sodium silicate ([Na

2

SiO

3

] = 1.65 g.l

-1

) diluted in

deionized water. It has been deliberately aged during an effective use of 8 h. at 15 °C.

Every hour, an Al2214 alloy sample is processed using a bipolar pulsed current

generator working within the well-reported “soft-regime” electrical conditions.

Results clearly evidence aging of the electrolyte. Time variations of the current and

voltage show that transition from arc to "soft" régime occurs earlier as the electrolyte

gets aged. Decrease in the electrical conductivity of the electrolyte is correlated with

changes in the dissolved ionic species content followed by atomic emission

spectroscopy at different stages of the aging process. Fast video-imaging (125 kfr./s)

performed during PEO treatments revealed changes in the micro-discharges

characteristics with the electrolyte aging, which become less numerous and exhibit

shorter life-time and smaller size. Scanning electron microscope observations of the

elaborated coatings combined with roughness measurements indicate a decrease in

the coating thickness and roughness with the age of the electrolyte. Energy dispersive

x-ray analyses show a progressive accumulation of silicon at the coating surface.

Finally, all the collected results point out that aging phenomenon starts to influence

the process after 2 hours aged.
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